
Application and Reasoning

Step 3: Using 'and'

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 1: (1G3.3) Joining words and joining clauses using ‘and’
English Year 1:(1G3.1) How words can combine to make sentences
Terminology for pupils:

• (1G6) word
• (1G3.1) sentence

Differentiation: 

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Application)

Developing Join words together using ‘and’ to make a sentence. Using CVC and 

CCVC/CVCC words. 

Expected Join clauses together using ‘and’ to make a sentence. 

Greater Depth Join words and clauses together using ‘and’ to make a sentence. Includes 

the use of groups of sentences (short paragraphs). 

Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Application)

Developing Choose two clauses and rewrite a sentence using ‘and’. Using CVC and 

CCVC/CVCC words. 

Expected Choose two clauses and rewrite a sentence using ‘and’ to join them together.

Greater Depth Choose two words and two clauses that can go together using ‘and’ to 

rewrite them in the same sentence. Includes the use of groups of sentences (short 

paragraphs). 

Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Reasoning)

Developing Decide where ‘and’ is positioned to join words in a sentence and explain why 

this is correct. Using CVC and CCVC/CVCC words. 

Expected Decide where ‘and’ is positioned to join clauses in a sentence and explain why 

this is correct.

Greater Depth Decide where ‘and’ is positioned to join two words and two clauses in a 

sentence and explain why this is correct. Includes the use of groups of sentences (short 

paragraphs). 

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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Using 'and' Using 'and'

1a. Complete the sentence using the 

word bank.

The van is _____________________________.

1b. Complete the sentence using the 

word bank.

The jam is _____________________________.

2a. Choose the two parts of the sentence 

below that can join together using ‘and’.

Rewrite these in one sentence.

2b. Choose the two parts of the sentence 

below that can join together using ‘and’.

Rewrite these in one sentence.

3a. Jen and Rob write a sentence using 

‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

3b. Tom and Kim write a sentence using 

‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

A A

A A

R R

D D

D D

D D
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The cat can sit

and run

and rats

The sun is hot and 
red.

And the sun is hot 
red.

The pig is big and 
pink. 

The pig is big pink 
and.

The dog can run

and dig 

and fun 

big red and redand sweet

Jen

Rob

Tom

Kim
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Using 'and' Using 'and'

4a. Use the words below to help you 

make a sentence using ‘and’. 

4b. Use the words below to help you 

make a sentence using ‘and’. 

5a. Choose two sentences below and join 

them with ‘and’ to make one sentence.

5b. Choose two sentences below and join 

them with ‘and’ to make one sentence.

6a. Ben and Lily write a sentence using 

‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

6b. Dexter and Dina write a sentence 

using ‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

A A

A A

R R

E E

E E

E E
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He dropped the ball.

It went in the road.

He waved at Sam.

The cat was big and 

it sat on a rug.

And the big cat was 

sat on a rug.

And the dog barks 
and digs.

The dog barks and it 
digs in the garden.

She saw a dog. 

It barked at her.

She saw a cat.

I go to bed

hug my teddy read a book

at 8 o’clock He got a hat

on Monday he was glad

he got a pen

Lily

Dexter

Dina
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Using 'and' Using 'and'

7a. Use the words below to help you 

make a sentence using ‘and’ twice. 

7b. Use the words below to help you 

make a sentence using ‘and’ twice. 

8a. Choose three sentences below and 

join them with ‘and’ to make one 

sentence.

8b. Choose three sentences below and 

join them with ‘and’ to make one 

sentence.

9a. Tim and Emma write a sentence using 

‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

9b. Lexie and James write a sentence 

using ‘and’.

Who is correct? Explain why.

A A

A A

R R

GD GD

GD GD

GD GD
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I like plums.

I saw a snake.

I saw a lion

He comes to my house 
and we play hide and 
seek.

And he came to my 
house we play hide and 
seek.

We had ham and cheese 
with bread and it was 
tasty. 

We had cheese ham and 
with bread and it was 
tasty.

I went to the zoo.

The bed is red.

I saw a frog.

I saw a butterfly.

I went to the park.

Tim Lexie

I was tired

I had a bath I went to bed

I was cold I had a drink

I had a snack I was happy

I went out

Emma James
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Application and Reasoning
Using 'and'

Developing

1a. The bus is big and red.

2a. The cat can sit and run.

3a. Jen is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two words together. Rob is 

using ‘and’ to start the sentence instead of 

joining the words.

Expected

4a. Various answers, for example: I go to 

bed at 8 o’clock and hug my teddy. 

5a. Various answers, for example: He 

dropped the ball and it went in the road.

6a. Ben is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two clauses. Lily is 

incorrect because she is using ‘and’ to 

start the sentence.

Greater Depth

7a. Various answers, for example: I was 

tired and cold and I went to bed. 

8a. Various answers, for example: I went 

to the zoo and I saw a lion and a snake. 

9a. Tim is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two clauses and two 

words. Emma is incorrect because she is 

using ‘and’ to start her sentence.

Developing

1b. The jam is red and sweet.

2b. The dog can run and dig.

3b. Tom is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two words together. Kim 

uses ‘and’ at the end of her sentence 

instead of joining the words. 

Expected

4b. Various answers, for example: He got 

a hat on Monday and he was glad. 

5b. Various answers, for example: 

She saw a dog and it barked at her.

6b. Dina is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two clauses. Dexter is 

incorrect because he is using ‘and’ to start 

the sentence.

Greater Depth

7b. Various answers, for example: I had a 

drink and a snack and I went out. 

8b. Various answers, for example: I went 

to the park and I saw a butterfly and a 

frog.

9b. Lexie is correct because ‘and’ is used 

correctly to join two clauses and two 

words. James uses ’and’ incorrectly the 

first time so the sentence makes no sense.
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